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DANNI MORGAN THOUGHT SHE KNEW FEAR, BUT SHE IS ABOUT TO FIND OUT WHAT IT IS

TO BE TRULY AFRAIDYears ago a young girl ran away from her childhood home and vowed never

to go back. It was a place of fear, pain and misery at the hands of an abusive father.But now her

father is dead, and she is forced to break that vow and return homeÃ¢â‚¬â€•to lay his body to rest

and face up to the ghosts of her past.However, Danni is about to learn that some ghosts are more

real than others. Something beyond her understanding waits for her there, lurking in the shadows.

An evil that intends to kill her family and claim her very soul.Experience supernatural horror in the

vein of THE CONJURING, INSIDIOUS and the legendary GHOSTWATCH. THE DEMONIC will get

under your skin, send chills down your spine and have you sleeping with the lights on!'The Demonic

by author Lee Mountford is a horror tour de force...It is scary. Truly scary.' - Horror Novel

Reviews***Visit www.leemountford.com for FREE horror stories***
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THE DEMONIC: A Supernatural Horror Novel, is the first book I've read by author Lee Mountford.

What an incredible introduction this was to his work! We start off with Danni Morgan, her husband

Jon, and their two children, Leah and Alex. As they are traveling to Danni's hometown of Bishop's



Hill--a place she ran away from due to her father's horrific abuse--we learn that the purpose of the

trip is to bury her hated father, and check out the homestead she inherited before putting it on the

market. Both Jon and young Alex (who was born with Cerebral Palsy) have a scientific, logical

approach to matters, whereas Danni and Leah are somewhat more "sensitive" in general."It is what

it is."First of all, I found the atmosphere to be all-encompassing, at ALL times. Mountford begins by

setting the mood with the feelings of each of the family members on the way to Bishop's Hill. Danni

is quite understandingly (as we are soon to learn) apprehensive and uneasy about the return. She

makes it quite clear that she is only going there to see the man she ran from put in the

ground--permanently. She wanted nothing more than to get through the ordeal and go home: ". . .

Her real home, the one she had made for herself. Not this fading echo of one . . ."Everything from

the dying, sombre town, to the neglected, dusty farm home that is Danni's inheritance, just

combines to put the reader in a perpetual state of depressive unease. I even found myself jumping

at noises in my own home while reading this! Accompanying this pervading feeling of dread is the

constant sense of being watched by unseen eyes and half glimpsed shadows at all times.". . . We

aren't alone here."In terms of characterization, Mountford is--again--at the top of his game. We see

and "feel" these characters as their moods shift, and their thoughts and feelings begin to alter to fit

their surroundings. The one person to retain his stubborn decision to stay a few days is Jon,

whereas the rest of the family are growing more frantic to leave each time they get out for a short

respite.". . . There is something evil there. And it will kill you all . . . "I can honestly say that this book

took hold of me and never let up. Even when I was sure that the tension would have to relax

momentarily, it didn't. The entities inhabiting this cursed place continuously became more terrifying

on a mental level as each page progressed.". . . He was trapped between two places: . . . a prision

in life and in death, but also somewhere else. Somewhere worse . . . "I simply can not do the overall

oppressive "fear" that this novel evoked enough justice. Imagine your worst nightmare, and

regardless of how hard you try to wake up, things only get more frantic and hopeless. These

characters were ones I could feel--each rapid heartbeat, each moment of desperately wanting to

escape the "nightmare" they found themselves in, became my universe for a while. The task they

had come to complete became something that nobody could have foreseen.". . . Simply turning

people and taking lives was not enough. Lives were finite. This was eternal . . . "Overall, all of the

elements that I look for in a good novel were present here at all turns. Lee Mountford has a very

strong, fluid writing style that was able to captivate and carry me along right from the start. The

atmosphere was so absolute that I honestly felt like I was in HIS reality during the course of this

tale."Existing without really living."It's been a long time since a novel actually scared me. THE



DEMONIC did just that.Highly recommended!

I am SPEECHLESS!!!!! This book grabs you and won't let go. The best part is that it seems so real!

It is truly one of the best horror books I have read. This family has no idea of the scares and pure

terror that awaits them. And the ending....WOW.......you just have to read to find out!!!!

It was just okay. It started out good, but then it was slow. It was predictable and was just like

Amityville Horror.

Lee Mountford delivers as promised. Plenty of demonic activity throughout the tale, including

possession and manifestation. His descriptions provide a few good chills along the way.I had initial

fear upon character introduction; based on the diversity of our protagonists, I expected virtue

signalling and left leaning propaganda. Happy to report that Mountford is satisfied spinning a good

scary tale, not once climbing upon a soapbox to demonstrate how politically correct he is. The small

cast are real people, well thought out and defined...not stereotypes defined by race or gender. A

refreshing change to the current crop of special snowflake entertainment plaguing our leisure

time.Only complaint; both the priest character and religion in general are underutilized. For a demon

centric story I would expect otherwise. In fact, despite their experiences, none of the characters

even question their lack of faith. It bugs me primarily because our protagonists have ready access

to a church; but I don't want to spoil the story.As far as the ending goes, it will depend on personal

taste. Let me advise that those who require a 100% happy ending may be disappointed.

Really enjoyed this book. It's the first one that I've read from this author. Very original and pretty

creepy! Looking forward to reading his other book soon!

I love horror fiction. Its definitely my genre of choice. I read a lot of "based on true events" horror as

well. A lot of Amy Cross, Ambrose Ibsen etc. This is my 1st Lee Mountford book and for the 1st time

in a long time, while other books were scary, this book made me afraid to walk around my house at

night. Made me double check dark corners and run up the stairs from the basement with the feeling

of being chased. That's exactly what I'm looking for in a horror novel so thanks Lee, job well done!

The story had a decent plot and it was well written.  won't post until I have more words. Annoying.



Danni has to go back to her childhood home to bury her father and also try to find closure.Danni and

her family have to also deal with malevolent ghosts from the past as well as a creepy entity that

lives in the mill on the property.Will the family find the closure they seek or simply become one of

the ghosts that haunt the place? Pick this up!!!!
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